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In the afternoon, another shock. TRICYCKLE by the Compagnie Les Sages Fous. 
Artists I've heard a lot about but never seen a show.  This one is amazing. A show 
without words. It throws me to the floor. Another solo. As in HISTOIRES D'AILES 
ET D'ÉCHELLES, we still find enigmatic arrows but they lead us to another 
universe. Darker. More grotesque. Closer to Arrabal, Beckett, the clown Chocolat 
- Rodrigue Tremblay - or Sam Shepard.  
 
A man with Beckettian looks evolves on stage with a tricycle. Scenic 
transformations take place. A makeshift wheel appears, a spider's web, a Ferris 
wheel from Luna Park. Suddenly a miniature city appears. The man enters a bar. 
A battle takes place. A fairground atmosphere prevails. The man grabs his tricycle 
with a lasso, tames it like a rodeo horse and becomes a cannon-ball-man.  He 
takes off. Jacob Brindamour's wordless performance is striking. His manipulation 
of objects is meticulous. He animates his puppets with impressive precision. South 
Miller's staging and dramaturgy give unity to the desired dreamlike atmosphere. 
The show tells a lot. Through these pieces of dreams, a story is woven with 
leitmotivs, captivating characters, places and situations that we recognize.   
 
The artists of the Compagnie Les Sages Fous show a fascinating aesthetic vision. 
From now on, I will follow their theatrical work assiduously.  
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Through the dreamlike journey of a strange tricycle rider, Les Sages Fous invite us to be 
transported into a sinuous and poetic dream. Following mysterious luminous arrows, the 
character played by actor and puppeteer Jacob Brindamour guides us through a whimsical 
maze that looks like a circus from another time. 
 
It is the musical landscape imagined by Christian Laflamme that first charms us with its 
notes, sometimes soft, close to a lullaby, sometimes disturbing as in a dream that turns 
into a nightmare. The sound atmosphere accompanies us from one end to the other of 
this crossing which plunges us, too, into a benevolent torpor. 
 
In this state of semi-awakening, where everything seems possible and even normal, the 
wise man with the tricycle pulls a thousand and one wonders out of his old vehicle. His 
boxes turn into enigmatic trunks that refuse to reveal their contents, a cradle for the 
unborn child, a real city that lights up the night, or a carnival. In this production by South 
Miller, the tricycle itself undergoes several metamorphoses, becoming a Ferris wheel, a 
spider's web, a dance partner or an untamable monster. 
 
Over the course of sixty minutes, the production, which premiered in 2017 but has since 
been extensively reworked, offers a fine array of puppetry. Brindamour skillfully plays 
with the shadows that help shape this dreamlike universe. He brings his little alter ego to 
life by wielding his little rods as well as he does a beautiful if chilling spider from a glove. 
 
Despite the inherent sinuosity of the dream world, the wordless show takes us smoothly 
from one thought to another, from birth to first loves and obstacles to the metamorphosis 
into a butterfly and the final flight. Brindamour manipulates objects with great care and 
precision. If one can question the relevance of breaking the fourth wall by making the 
spider leave the symbolic framework of the dream and the stage, the agility of the actor 
to make us go up with him in this fair is undeniable. 
 
A pile of boxes that transforms into a nocturnal city in the artificial light of the buildings, 
patched curtains that create a real cocoon around us: the proposal of Les Sages Fous is 
received as a peaceful parenthesis, strange and above all carrying visual findings that 
remain in the mind after the performance as the remnants of a pleasant dream that fades 
away upon awakening. 







Tricyckle at Tobacco Factory Theatre


